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As the coined word connotes, social science deals with society and the way people behave and influence others. It also unfolds the record of the past, deals with the present citizens and anticipates the human behaviors for the future.

It is very essential that social science should be a part of the curriculum for various reasons like it explores the society, it includes other related disciplines, it presents current events, it entails a lot of people experiences, it cites historical background and it relates us to the world.

It is necessary that students should study social science for it will make them explore the society including the ways of living, the habitats, the culture, the behaviors, the customs and traditions. By means of social science, a learner may have an in-depth study of the societal patterns being practiced in a certain geographical area or even in an entire nation.

Social science includes various related disciplines like anthropology, economics, geography, history, law, political science, psychology, sociology, communication studies, development studies, information science, and sociology. These connected disciplines have their respective areas of concentration but generally they all deal with the society and its people.

The current events are being featured in social science. These are the day to day manifestations of people’s behaviors and events which affect the society and the government. Important people and unexpected phenomena are cited in order to give information to public.

Likewise, the important people’s undertakings are given emphasis by social science most especially those who contributed greatly to government, sports, business and other fields in the society. The outstanding accomplishments that made the country proud are all in social science.

Various historical events including the masses or large group of people are given focus in the study of social science. These are the human activities that changed history and brought development and progress to humanity.

Significantly, social science relates us and makes us closer to the world. By means of the study of social science, we are not only discussing our own society but we happen to compare it
to other countries. Also, our connections to our neighboring countries are tied by the study of social science.

Social science is very essential and it is important that students particularly the present ones must give emphasis in studying it in order to achieve community awareness, national knowledge and international understanding.

Social science is necessary and it worthy to study.
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